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Fran
ncis Crrick livves on

Fath
her off DNA
A stru
ucturee passses on
The 1953 work of
mes
Franncis Crickk and Jam
Watsson, witth Rosallind
Frannklin annd Maurice
Wilkkins, trannsformedd the
naturre of biology
b
and
our way of thinkingg of
s
life and evoolution, says
S.Annanthanaaraynan
James Watsson and Franncis Crick inn 1953
Francis Harry
H
Comptton Crick died on 28th Juuly in La Jollla, Californnia, at the agee of 88. Justt over
50 years after the epo
ochal discovvery of the sttructure of DNA,
D
the moolecule that carries
c
heredditary
informatiion in living
g cells.
The settiing
During thhe first halff if the 20th century
c
a suuspicion thatt the mysteriies of evoluttion and herredity
were goiing to be explained
e
w a somew
was
what disconncerting preesence at molecular
m
bioology
laboratorries. Darwin had shockeed the churchh by findingg that man was
w a producct not of creeation
but of evvolution and the discoverries since thhen suggested that it wass inside the microscopic
m
cells
of which living thing
gs were madee that the seccret lay.
The workk of Gregorr Mendel, a monk in Auustria, in thee 1860s, hadd shown thatt hereditary traits
passed frrom parents to offspringg in a form of
o ‘packagess’ or units. Each
E
parent contributed these
‘factors’,, as they weere called, equally, eachh parent passing on halff her or his own store to
t the
child. Deepending on what ‘factors’ the childd received, shhe may inheerit features like her motther’s
brown eyyes, long naails or a tenndency to diabetes and her
h father’s large nose and strong bone
sttructuree. And she may pass on
o to her ow
wn children these and other
o
‘factorrs’ that were not
expressedd in herself. Her daughteer, for instannce, may get her grandfaather’s blue eyes!
e
The structure of cellls, and the constituentss of their nuuclei, or cenntral regions, had also been
b there wass no evidencce to assert thhat these couuld have a roole in herediity. It was onnly in
studied but
1943 thaat it was foun
nd that it was an acidicc substance in
i the nucleii of cells thaat carried geenetic

information. It was found that injecting the nucleic acid from one strain of bacteria into another
strain changed the second strain of bacteria into the first!
Nucleic acid
This acid was deoxyribolucleic acid, known for short as DNA. It was found to be a long chain of
chemical links which attached to one another, end on end, and sideways to other chemical
groups, like beads on a string. A remarkable thing was that these ‘side-groups’ or ‘beads’ all
belonged to one of just four kinds, known by the first letter of their names, A, G,, T and C. And
another wonder, that the quantities of A and G or T and C, when a sample of DNA was ‘melted
down’, were always equal.
Watson and Crick
Watson was an ornithologist turned chemist-biologist and Crick was a physicist who had made
the same change. Crick had worked in the field of using X Rays to discover the structure of
complex crystals or even molecules. The method is to use regularities in patterns of X Rays
reflected by molecules to work out the regularities in the molecules. X Rays are used because
ordinary light waves are too large to be affected by the details of molecules.

X ray pictures gave Watson and Crick an idea of what the
DNA molecule may look like, but it was the other
information, about the four types of ‘sides chains’ and the
fact that they occurred always as one or the other pair that
helped them divine how DNA may work its magic.
They worked it out that the million-units-long chains existed
in pairs, like a twisted ladder, with the rungs all being of the
fixed pairs, of A and T or G and C. While this explained
why the quantities of these materials were the same, it
allowed a remarkably simple, yet stable method for the
DNA to make copies of itself. When conditions were right,
the two strands of the DNA separated, one strand with As
and Gs just where the other strand had Ts and Cs.

Now, when these separate strands, in the two halves of a divided cell, rebuilt their ‘other-halves’
from the chemical ‘soup’ of the cell, the A, T, G, C got attached just as they had been before.
Voilà, the DNA was reproduced!
This was the breakthrough, the mechanism of passing on the genetic code, that set the stage for
genetic engineering, which may be the greatest technology of the new century.

